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Short paper
Abstract. Ontology matching is needed in many application domains.
In this paper, we present a machine learning approach for combining
metrics, which exploits various linguistic and context profiles features
in order to discover mappings between entities of different ontologies.
Our approach has been implemented and the experimental results over
Benchmark and Conference test cases on OAEI 2010 campaign1 demonstrate its effectiveness and efficiency in terms of quality of matching and
flexibility.
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Introduction

Numerous similarity metrics have been proposed so far for ontology mapping.
According to [3], element metrics can be categorized in three groups: terminological, structural and semantic matching-based techniques. Metrics in the first
group exploit text features such as name, labels and comments to calculate the
similarity score between entities; whereas metrics of the last two groups exploit
the hierarchy and semantic relations features.
Despite the fact that metrics in the first group are less semantic than that of
the second and third, they are widely used in most of the matchers. During the
matching process, mappings discovered by these metrics can be used as input
mappings to other metrics of the second and third groups. Obviously, the more
precise results terminological metrics are the more accurate results structural
and semantic metrics have. Therefore, the aim of designing a high performance
quality matcher exploiting terminological features becomes an importance task.
Due to the various types of heterogeneity of data sources, there is no single
best metric overall matching scenarios. It is beneficial and necessary to combine
several methods for improving matching quality. However, it is very difficult and
?
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time consuming even for experts to find a good combination. Therefore, the use
of supervised and machine learning approache is a promising way in order to
reduce the required manual effort.
According to these necessity, we aim to build a high quality ontology matcher
which utilizes machine learning approach to combine terminological similarity
metrics. This matcher will be a premise for us to work in next step with structural
and semantic matching methods.
The main contributions of this paper are the following. (i) We propose metrics
dealing with terminological and context profile features of entities in ontology.
(ii) We propose to use decision tree model to combine similarity metrics and
strategies to select metrics and training data for the learning process. (iii) Experimental results performed on the benchmark and conference tests of OAEI
2010 campaign show that our system achieved stable and good results in comparison with other participants.
This paper is organized into 5 sections. Section 2 presents similarity metrics
working with terminological and context profile features. Next, Section 3 contains
our approach for combining similarity metrics. In Section 4 we describe the
setting of experiments and show experimental results. Finally, we conclude and
plan future work in Section 5.

2

Feature Extraction and Similarity Metrics

2.1

Similarity Metrics for Terminological Features

Terminological features of an entity consist of text information encoded in
itself in ontology such as entities’ URI(name space and local name), labels and
comments. Terminological metrics can be categorized in two main groups: stringbased and linguistic-based. String-based metrics take advantage of similar characters from two strings, whereas, linguistic-based metrics compare the meaning
of strings.
Most of string-based metrics (e.g. Levenstein, SmithWaterman, JaroWikler,
Qgrams, MongeElkan, etc.) are taken from open-source libraries SeconString2
and SimMetric3 . Additionally, we also implemented other string-based metrics
such as Equality, Prefix, Suffix, Longest Common SubString [3] and Stoilois [8].
To deal with linguistic features, we implemented Lin, JiangConrath and WuPalmer [6] metrics working on WordNet4 dictionary.
Because ontologies are designed by different people, consequently, names or
labels indicating even to the same object or concept may be heterogeneous. For
example, “MscThesis“ and “Ms.dissertation“ are different but they both indicate a master’s thesis. Due to the heterogeneity of naming convention, primitive
string-based or linguistic-based metrics mentioned above may be not sufficient.
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In order to deal with the heterogeneity problem, we perform analyses on terminological features of entities and propose solutions for each case.
Firstly, labels and names of entities usually are compound of tokens. The
whole strings may be not matched but their tokens may be highly similar. Therefore, a pre-processing procedure is needed to split a string into proper tokens.
Afterward, tokens can be compared by primitive string and linguistic metrics.
Secondly, tokens may exist in various types of morphological forms of a
word. To deal with this issue, we need a thesaurus or dictionary. In our system,
we propose a generic algorithm to combine string and linguistic metrics at token
level as follows:
In the Algorithm 1, function MorphologicalForms takes a token as input and
finds all possible senses and morphological forms of token existing in Wordnet dictionary. For example, MorphologicalForms(“published”) returns { verb:
“publish” , adjective: “published”}; MorphologicalForms(“publishing”) returns {
noun: “publishing”, verb: “publish”}. Because two obtained sets of senses have a
common {verb: “publish”}, therefore token “published” and token “publishing”
are similar.
Algorithm 1: Compute similarity between two tokens
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Input: token1 , token2 two tokens,
dictM etric a linguistic metric,
stringM etric a string metric
Output: score a numerical value
M F1 ← M orphologicalF orms(token1 )
M F2 ← M orphologicalF orms(token2 )
if (M F1 6= ∅) ∧ (M F2 6= ∅) then
score ← max(posi ,sti )∈M F1 ,(posj ,stj )∈M F2 (dictM etric(sti , stj ) | posi = posj )
else score ← stringM etric(token1 , token2 )

Next, similarity score between two set of tokens is computed by two modifications of MongeEklan algortihms. One is proposed in [5] and the second is our
proposal:
|a|

simm (a, b) =

1 X
|b| 
sigmoid(max{sim(ai , bj )}j=1 ) (1)
|a| i=1

1
Here, sigmoid(x) = 1+e−10×(x−0.5)
is a promoted function which makes the higher
similar tokens is more informative than the lower ones. The idea and effectiveness
of using promoted function can be seen in [5] for more detail.
Thirdly, name of entity may be an abbreviation (e.g. “Misc.” instead “Miscellaneous” ), an acronym (e.g. “SW” instead “Semantic Web”) or even a sequence of symbols which is not understandable. To deal with these cases, we
expect that entities provide some human-readable labels in annotation information. In our approach, a local name is treated as a label of entity. The similarity
measure between two entities based on their labels can be formulated as follows:

sim(ei , ej ) = max(lp ∈labels(ei ), lq ∈labels(ej )) (sim(lp , lq )) (2)

For example, class Chapter in ontology #101 and class dzqndbzq in ontology
#2015 have the same label “BookPart”. Therefore two classes are matched.
An entity may also have several comments. They usually consist of a long
descriptive text. Therefore, calculating similarity of two comments by comparing
word by word is not a good choice. In our approach, we use comments in building
text profile for each entity. Calculating similarity based on entities’ profiles are
explained in detail in the next section.
2.2

Similarity Metrics for Context Profile Features

In order to take advantage of relations information in ontology, we build variety
types of text profile for each entity from its context. We divide context profiles of
entities into three groups: IndividualProfile, SemanticProfile and ExternalProfile.
Let us demonstrate how to build these profiles following a fragment of ontology
in Fig.1

Fig. 1. Three types of context profile of class Book

The IndividualProfile of an entity is simply a string concatenation of its
local name, labels and comments. For example: Individual profile of class Book
is “Book Book A book that may be a monograph or a collection of written
texts”.
The SemanticProfile of an entity is an union of individual profiles of itself with individual profiles of its neighbors. Neighbors of a class consist of its
sub-classes and all restricted properties. Neighbors of a property consist of its
sub-properties, classes included in domain and range. For example: Semantic
profile of class Book is created from individual profiles of {Monograph, title,
publisher, author, edition}.
The ExternalProfile of an entity is created from texts taken from ontology
instances. An external profile of a class is a string concatenation of texts of all
instances belonging to either this class or its descendants. An external profile of
a property is a string concatenation of value data corresponding to this property
in all instances. For example: External profile of class Book is created from
text value of instance a108048723. Therefore, external profile of class Book is
“Object-oriented Data Modeling”.
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Having context profile for every entity, a similar technique described in [7]
is used to compute similarity scores between entities. Let simIP rof ile (ei , ej ),
simSP rof ile (ei , ej ) and simEP rof ile (ei , ej ) are similarity scores between entities
(ei , ej ) calculated by IndividualProfile, SemanticProfile and ExternalProfile respectively. To combine all of types of context profiles of entities, we propose the
following generic formula:
sim(ei , ej ) = f (simIP rof ile (ei , ej ), simSP rof ile (ei , ej ), simEP rof ile (ei , ej )) (3)
Where f may be weighted average, max, etc. If the combination function returns
only similarity score achieved by SematicProfile, then our context profile metric
is similar to metrics used in [1, 7]. If the combination function returns only
similarity score achieved by ExternalProfile, then our context profile is similar
to the instance-based metric. This property makes our context profile metric
more flexible.

3

Combining Similarity Metrics with Decision Tree
Model

We have implemented a system named YAM++ - an extension of [2], which is
based on decision tree model to combine our proposed similarity metrics above.
In our approach, a decision tree is a tree whose non-leaf nodes are the similarity
metrics, leaf nodes values are either 1.0 ore 0.0 indicating if there is a match or
not. At a non-leaf node, a similarity value of to-be-matched entities is computed
by the similarity metric in ongoing node. The returned value is compared with
condition values on outgoing edges from current node in order to decide which
child node will be reached. This process will start at root node and iterate until
a leaf node is reached. The value of destination leaf node indicates whether the
two entities should match or not. See [2] for more detail of the advantages of
using decision tree model.

4

Experiments and Evaluations

4.1

Selection of Metrics and Training Data

In our system, similarity metrics are divided in three main groups: (i) name
metrics exploit name feature; (ii) label metrics exploit label feature; (iii)
context metrics exploit different types of context profiles. The selection of the
most representative metrics for each group is based on the hypothesis “A good
feature subset is one that contains features highly correlated with the class”
[4]. The correlation value is calculated by Pearson’s formula6 between similarity
scores obtained by a metric and values provided by experts for each test in
Benchmark datasets. Finally, the similarity metrics having the highest average
values in each of three groups above are selected.
6
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Next, training data for learning process are selected from Benchmark datasets.
It is based on our heuristic: a training data is representative with the respect
to a feature if this feature is highly correlated to the class. For each test in
Benchmark datasets, our system computes the average correlation coefficient for
all selected metrics above. Then, tests having the highest average of correlation
values are selected to build training data.
4.2

Experimental Evaluations

Two experiments were designed as follows: (i) The first experiment shows the effectiveness of our proposed metrics in different scenarios over Benchmark datasets.
(ii) The second experiment presents the performance quality of our approach on
Conference datasets and shows the comparison results with other participants
on OAEI 2010 campaign.
Result on Benchmark datasets According to terminological features described in Benchmark datasets, we select three representative groups of tests
as follows: (i) TestGroup1 contains various types of naming convention using in designing real ontologies. The typical selected tests are: #104 (identical
string), #204 (different naming conventions) and #205 (synonym words). (ii)
TestGroup2: Names and labels of entities in test ontologies of this group are
substituted by random meaningless strings. To discover mappings, we should
take advantage from other features. We select tests #201, #201-2, #201-4,
#201-6 and #201-8 for this group. Names and labels of entities in these tests
are replaced by random strings with proportion 100%, 20%, 40%, 60% and
80% respectively. However, they support annotation information and data instances for entities. (iii) TestGroup3: Test ontologies in this group are similar
to ontologies in the second group except that they do not support annotation
information for entities. We select tests #202, #202-2, #202-4, #202-6 and
#202-8 for this group. Tests in the first group are suitable for name and label

Fig. 2. H-mean of Precision and Recall on different scenarios

metrics. Tests in the second and the third groups are suitable for context metrics. In order to see how our metrics are appropriate to these scenarios above, we

perform experiments on the following selected sets of similarity metrics: (i) SimSet1: Only name metrics; (ii) SimSet2: adding label metrics to SimSet1; (iii)
SimSet3: adding Semantic context profile metric to SimSet2; (iv) SimSet4:
adding full context profile metric (Semantic and External context profiles) to
SimSet2; After running 10 times with different selected training datasets, the
harmonic mean values of Precision and Recall for each scenario are shown in
Figure.2.
Generally, our system achieves very high precisions (≈1.0) in all scenarios
(Fig.2a). This trend is exactly what we expected because our similarity metrics
focus to high accuracy in calculating similarity scores between entities. Besides,
the recall increases step by step thanks to adding metrics exploiting new features
(Fig.2b). Now, we look at particular scenarios in detail.
In the TestGroup1, our string, linguistic and their combination metrics
work well. Based on these metrics, our system discovered most of commonly real
patterns used to name entities (e.g., synonym, different naming conventions).
However, there are other real patterns requiring more knowledge of domain, for
example (“Academic”, “StudentReport”), (“LectureNotes”, “CourseMaterial”).
That is why using only string and linguistic metrics (in SimSet1 and SimSet2)
our system obtained good recall (≈0.8) but not ideal (1.0). Thanks to context
metrics (in SimSet3 and SimSet4), more mappings have been discovered.
In the TestGroup2, with name metrics only, our system achieves 0.41 for
recall. Although this value is low but it is the expected number. Let see the
description on test ontologies in this group. The average number of altered names
of entities is (20% + 40% + 60% + 80% + 100%)/5 = 60%. It mean that the
maximum number of mappings found by name metrics is 100% − 60% = 40%.
This number is in line with the recall value (41%) obtained by our system.
Similarly to TestGroup1, by adding new metrics (labels, contexts), our system
discovered more mappings.
In the TestGroup3, recalls achieved by running with SimSet1, SimSet2 and
SimSet3 are the same (0.41). That is because the test ontologies in this group
do not support any annotation information. Only when running with SimSet4,
thanks to ExternalContext profile, our system discovered more mappings.

Results on Conference datasets In order to evaluate the performance of
our approach with matching scenarios in another domain which is independent
with training data, we select Conference datasets for testing. After running 10
times with different selected training datasets, we obtain precision (0.75), recall
(0.52) and f-measure (0.61) in harmonic mean. Fig.3 shows the performance
quality of our system among participants in OAEI 2010 campaign.
Most of participants need to set a confidence threshold for finding mappings.
Threshold values in the Fig.3 are found for the optimal f-measure value for
matchers. Like CODI system, we do not need to set threshold to our system. We
obtain the second position (under CODI) in term of harmonic mean F-measure
among all participants in campaign OAEI 2010.

Fig. 3. Optimal results of participants in Conference track
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed new similarity metrics exploiting both terminological and context profile features. We also proposed a machine learning
approach to combine these similarity metrics. Experiments over OAEI datasets
show that our proposed metrics work effectively. Our system achieved high position among participants of OAEI 2010 campaign in Conference track. Additionally, our combining approach is automatic, flexible and extensible. In the future
work, we plan to integrate structural and semantic methods to our system in
order to improve its performance.
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